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We are back and what an experience it was! 
Having been back for a little over a week now, I’ve had time to process, play over, laugh and reminisce 

about the days spent getting to, in, and back from Cuba. The trips that we take where we all are sharing 

new experiences together while getting to know each other always seem to be the most memorable. You 

take a small group of people from all over, different walks of life, that love a lot of the same things, 

including adventure, and you have the perfect recipe for a whole lot of fun! For those that had joined us 

on past trips, it was like traveling with old dear friends and for those that joined us for the first time, it 

couldn’t have been more seamless! I know that I speak for most if not all, but we walk away feeling like 

we’ve just made new lifelong friends and we look forward to getting together again and picking up where 

we left off ☺ 

Taking the leader role in any trip, the desire is for all to work as it should, no surprises and for everyone 

to have a more-than-great time. But of course, there are always surprises and changes and that is why 

leading a Baja Bush Pilot group, is the best. Those who sign up for our adventure trips are ready for 

anything and if they aren’t, they quickly adapt! This was to be the first trip I have done on my own so it 

carried a bit more weight, but all in all, all worked out and all had a great time, so it was a success! So 

when we first brought the idea of a standalone Cuba trip, we wrote “Charming, Adventurous, Colorful, 

Exciting, Exotic, Fascinating, Passionate, Enchanting, Musical, Forbidden, Prohibited”. True to the last 

drop, Cuba proved to be that and so much more. This is a trip that is hard to encapsulate but here goes 

nothin! 

  

 

Day 1- Monday Miami, FL:  USA to  Habana, Cuba 
We officially started the trip at the Miami International Airport 

where we had introductions, passed out licenses, went over 

paperwork and so on. Here we talked about how in our itinerary 

there was an extra day scheduled, as a license “just-in-case” day 

buffer. (We’ll come back to that later) All checked in to our flight for 

Cuba with no problems and we waited to board. Our plane was a 

combination of Americans and Cuban Americans. Having been there 

earlier in the year and going back a second time, it was still 

impressive how many people travel to Cuba. I think as Americans, 

we either haven’t given it much thought, or we hold a very different 

idea from what is reality as far as how much travel there really is into 

Cuba.  

 

Several on the plane met and talked to people around them and got to hear 

their stories. I personally met 5 Cuban-Americans from a teen to a 60+ man, 

all with very different tales to tell about what the “real” Cuba was all about. 

One young man told me how his family all saved and rounded up resources 

so he could leave Cuba for a better life. He left last year, when travel to and 

from Cuba opened up, and this was his first time going back. He hadn’t 

seen his family in a year and a half and he was so nervous and excited to 

see everyone back home. When I asked him if he would get to do anything 

fun while there, he replied that all those beautiful pictures you see are meant 



for tourists only; that the regular Cuban never gets to see that. Another man I talked to however indicated 

that he left Cuba a long time ago and now he travels back and forth from Miami all the time, freely and 

with no limits. As far as getting a good handle on what the “real” story is, well everyone has a different 

take, but it definitely is a VERY different life. 

 

So, after a quick 45 minute flight we landed in Habana; went thru the VIP line for Immigration and 

Customs and hung out in the VIP lounge briefly (just long enough for our welcome drink) and then it was 

on to our chartered bus for the hotel. Cuba has several Boutique hotels, they are called, that are very nice 

and some of them are right in the middle of where everything is happening. We however opted to stay at 

what is considered the best hotel in Cuba, El Hotel Nacional. It definitely is the hotel with the most 

history. Today was to be a very full day. We got our spiel at the hotel, our rooms, our welcome mojitos 

and had just a bit of time to clean up before dinner. Dinner that night was a short walk to the private 

Paladar Café Laurent. It was to be the least favorite meal of the trip but the place and the view were 

wonderful. After a long day, some called it a day and headed back to the hotel while some of us went on 

to discover El Gato Tuerto. Walking distance (major plus), live music and dancing. All in all, first day 

was a success! 

 

Day 2, Tuesday, Habana 
Following breakfast at the hotel we all met in the lobby to start our exploring of Old Havana. After 

walking the streets for a bit as a group and getting some good history tidbits we broke out for a while. 

Part of the group went to a small private paladar and some of us kept walking and discovering Old 

Habana and ended up dining at El Floridita, the famous spot said to be one of 

Ernest Hemmingway’s favorite restaurants, known for their daiquiris. 

Hemmingway drank his a little differently from the regular recipe. Leave out the 

sugar and double the rum and you get a “Papa’ Hemmingway”.  

 

The people I was with opted to forgo the after lunch plans of the Open Market 

(for trinkets) with the group and instead discovered Vieja Habana a bit more and 

walked their way to the Market. During their walk, they were able to give some 

of the school type donations they brought to a teacher and the special needs kids 

she had with her. In hearing their account of their day, it was a really sweet 

moment.  

 

I was running very late to meet with the group (I had 5 minutes to 

get 10 blocks down and 2 blocks over to where the group was to 

meet) with no way to call our tour director nor the private restaurant 

they were at. I couldn’t take a taxi as there is no car traffic down the 

road I had to go down so had to get resourceful. As I ran outside I 

happened to see one of the bicycle taxis and without hesitation 

asked him if he had the leg power to take me to my meeting place 

within 5 minutes. He said “claro que si!” and we were off. In those 

5 minutes I had the most pleasant conversation with Edwin, who 

talked and pedaled and wasn’t the least bit out of breath, I noted. I 

also noticed he had the most beautiful strong calves I have ever seen, the kind of calves I’ve always 

wanted! So, I picked the best man for the job and I was no longer in a panic knowing I’d be there in 

plenty of time! Phew!  He dropped me off as close as he possibly could and I then ran to the meeting 

place inside the Plaza de Armas. I am happy to report that I made it with minutes to spare (since everyone 

else was late too, lol) So we bused it to the Market and we spent the next 45 minutes being the fastest 

shoppers you have ever seen ;) 



Later that evening, all met in the hotel lobby to get ready for the pretty awesome surprise we had in store. 

We wanted to see everyone’s faces as they watched our surprise drive up. The response from the crowd 

was priceless. As we stood there, we watched six beautiful Classic American Convertibles drive up, ready 

to be our 1st class transportation for the evening.  

 

Dinner that night was at the private Paladar “La Guarida”.  What makes this place so unique is its 

location, its surroundings and its history. It is located within a multifamily building which makes for a 

very cool atmosphere. You get the mix of daily Cuban lives among a very luxurious restaurant setting. 

Walking up the stairs you see clothes lines strung out from wall to wall of this beautiful floor fit for a 

party. Sometimes, you will even see clothes hanging 

there. You continue up the grand spiral staircase and you 

arrive at the top floor where the restaurant is located to 

your left. To your right you walk down the hallway, past 

the very chic unisex bathroom and onto the rooftop 

where the night provides a splendid skyline view. Like all 

downtown cities, it truly was transformed by the darkness 

against the city lights. 

 

After a truly great meal complete 

with yummy desert and a 

Cortadito, we all took the time to 

take some pretty cool pictures 

and we were met by our Classic car drivers and were escorted back to the hotel.  

Tonight, as every night we spent in Cuba, most if not the whole group sat outside 

in the open courtyard of The Nacional and enjoyed each other’s company, live 

music, some cocktails and even a few national indulgences. Truly a perfect time 

to go outside the norm and try some of the things that Cuba is famous for, its rum 

and cigars.  

 

 

Day 3, Wednesday, Habana: Cojimar, Miramar – Hemmingway, Finca Vigia and Salsa! 
Today was an early day as we had a lot to accomplish. After breakfast we met in the lobby and boarded 

our chartered bus and took the scenic route to Cojimar, the small humble town by the water where 

Hemmingway befriended a local Cuban man, who went on to become one 

of his greatest friends, on whom he based his last great work of fiction 

“The Old Man and the Sea”. When Hemmingway took his own life, he left 

him his boat. Although he could have sold it and maybe dramatically alter 

his way of life, he elected to preserve it and once he died, it went back to 

what is now a museum, Hemmingway’s home in Cuba, Finca Vigia.  

In Cojimar we had the opportunity to walk the town for a bit, see the bust 

that was made as a tribute to Hemmingway, made up of melted down boat 

propellers (as the fishermen’s materials were limited) and the fort that 

protected the town at one point. Here we also met some of the most sweet-souled people. A humble older 

gentleman with a beautiful voice who played for us but was slowly deteriorating from Parkinsons and the 



cutest little girl who was given a doll by one of our group. So 

interesting to watch as she observed the doll and was almost 

scared of it at first. I don’t think she’s ever seen a doll like that in 

her life! Was another super touching moment ☺ 

 

We then headed to Finca Vigia, now a government run and 

preserved museum. A very manicured and peaceful place 

surrounded by regular life. Here we all tried the Guarapo, the 

drink that is said to have been Hemmingway favorite having 

tasted Pineapple for the first time…..I can’t vouch for the 

historical accuracy of that claim, but we’ll go with it ;)  Want to 

make it? You need fresh cane juice (you need to pass the cane through the machine for fresh cane juice), 

lime or lemon juice, pineapple and of course, rum. Unsure whether you can successfully express the juice 

from the sugarcane? The BBP has an expert among us now since Gina did the honors manning the 

machine to express the juice. Thanks to her, we all were able to taste the Guarapo. Thank you Gina!!!!! ☺  

 

Next, we drove to Miramar. This is one of the more upscale areas of Habana, where a lot of Americans 

owned homes back in the pre embargo days. Most of those homes were given to the people who worked 

for the owners. They were left in charge for what was then supposed to be “a short period of time”, until 

they were able to return. As there was no return, the workers were able to keep most of the possessions. 

 

Before we got started with our private salsa lesson, we were able to venture 

outside a bit on the property. To the side was a public pool of sorts, in the 

back was an open air area where some people, quite a bit more advanced 

than us, were having some hard core salsa lessons and around to the lower 

area were the restrooms. Now, I 

mention this because this was 

one of the places that stick out 

in our minds as far as TP is concerned. It is said that TP is a 

commodity in Cuba. Supporting that stance was the fact that 

they were not super generous with it at the hotel and when 

we went out to places, many had attendants that handed you 

a calculated amount of TP, sometimes for tips. The woman 

manning this bathroom station was very gracious and 

allowed us silly tourists to pose for some pictures, as we 

marveled at this great thing that was Toilet Paper. 

 

Based on feedback from all, I will say that hands down, the Salsa experience was one of the highlights of 

the trip. We laughed, danced, drank and at the end we all felt like we had conquered this Great thing 

together and we were all now armed with the knowledge to enter any Salsa competition in the world! And 

to prove that we were paying attention in class, we invited our instructors out with us later that night, so 

they could see the fruits of their labor first hand. 

 

After an exhilarating time at the studio, our bus took us back home (The Nacional) and we had a few 

hours to do our own thing and explore. Back at the hotel, most of us decided to get some lunch together. 

So after asking our doorman, we ventured out to a restaurant near the hotel and had some of the tastiest 

food and one of the best times! Since we were the only ones there, they played music that we wanted and 

the waitress came out and danced with us. We all got to know each other even better and do some more 

laughing and bonding ☺ Before dinner that night some explored Cuba a bit more on their own, visiting an 

open Mercado and getting acquainted with the streets of Habana.   

 



For dinner that night, we once again had Classic American cars be our transportation. Tonight our 

destination was the Paladar La California. This was by far the best meal of the trip! The owner, a Cuban 

who lived in Italy for many many years, operates a very classy, top notch restaurant where service is key. 

His pasta is made from scratch and the fish he serves is never more than a couple days old. We were 

served beautifully presented family style dishes, enjoying fish, ropa vieja and lobster as our main dishes 

with several delicious sides. We asked several local people and most said The California was among the 

best if not the best Paladar in Habana. 

Here we enjoyed music by a live band, just for our private party and all had a chance to show off their 

newly acquired salsa technique. We had two professional dancers join us the latter part of the evening to 

help us out ;) 

 

After dinner, more pictures were taken and we headed home. That night, after meeting up with a few of 

our instructors and new friends from our Salsa lessons, most of the group went to La Casa de La Musica. 

The experience of getting there, the entrance process, being set up in a VIP section and even going to the 

bathroom all have stories attached but you had to have been there to appreciate it all. Plus it would take 

way too long! lol All in all, we had a great time. Since true to most Latin countries, the real party does not 

begin until after 11PM, a big portion of the night was spent listening to various people singing live, 

showing off their talent, much like on “America’s got talent”. Finally around midnight, the real 

show/concert started and the ones who hung in there, danced the night away! 

 

Day 4, Thursday:  Havana…..and the super secret surprise of the trip! 
That morning was open to do as much or as little as you wanted. Some went to the beach, others walked 

Havana a bit more getting some more shopping in and others just relaxed and enjoyed the hotel.  

That afternoon was to be the day that I revealed our crème de la crème experience. I have to hand it to 

everyone, no one attempted anything too dark to get me to spill the beans; 

most waited patiently for the great reveal. We met in the sitting area of the 

hotel courtyard, passports in hand, and all followed me down the street 

about five blocks.  As we arrived at our destination I respectfully 

approached the guard shack as the group was instructed to wait across the 

street. The group began crossing and approaching the guard shack, two by 

two and were allowed to continue on to the next check point and through a 

massive gate into a courtyard and up the steps to the building. As all 

straggled in to the secure area and looked at the side wall, I had the response 

I was so hoping for! As Jack knows the people that make things happen, our 

Baja Bush Pilots group had a special invitation into the US Interest Section 

in Cuba, (also known as the US Embassy by the locals) an experience that 

not many visiting Cuba get and one that remained one of the top highlights 

of the trip for most. After turning in everything we own, including our passports we were allowed in and 

had the coolest few hours of the day! 

The Marines were gracious enough to allow us to purchase some coveted items specific to the Cuban 

detachment so it was a shopping spree once more. All walked away with HUGE smiles on their faces and 

I was a very happy and thankful camper for all who made it possible. 

 

The rest of the afternoon was open. Some of the group had not yet experienced El Floridita so we hailed a 

taxi and we were on our way! We had yummy food, yummy daiquiris and really fun, danceable live 

music. Then we headed home to get ready for our final night in Cuba where the big topper would be the 

Cabaret show at the Parisien, “Cubano, Cubano”. Our desire is to give the group the VIP treatment 

whenever and wherever possible and this was no exception. We arranged to have the best seats in the 

house and we were granted the room before anyone else entered, to have some time just for us. Here we 

had the sort-of-farewell words of appreciation for all who had joined the BBP in this adventure and we 



enjoyed a very colorful, musical, artistic show. Some of the 

ladies in our group got to experience feathery, fluffy things at 

the end of some strategically placed poles, dangling above 

their heads; I wish I could have taken some good shots of 

that! You’ll have to just use your imaginations to paint that 

picture ;) 

 

At the end of the show, some of us lingered and got 

entrapped into joining them up on stage for some dancing 

that ended up turning into a dance competition of sorts. 

Margaret was the only other brave soul to participate. After much 

embarrassment and good sportsmanship, we headed back to our hotel 

lobby where the party continued. Most were hanging out, talking, 

enjoying a cigar, having a little rum, before we moved the rest of the 

night’s activities to the “Salon Rojo” across the street, a night club of 

sorts with shows and live music. Our new friends and Salsa instructors 

joined us once more and we had our last dancing hoorah of the trip.  

 

 

Day 5, Friday:  Habana, Cuba to Miami, FL 
Some took full advantage of the last few hours and went out to explore and you guessed it, to shop! Some 

of us did the really cool tour of the underground tunnels that lie beneath the lawn area of the National 

Hotel, used by soldiers in war time. Interesting stuff. Then it was time to pack it all in and head out to the 

airport. On the bus ride to the airport, we had just enough time to talk a bit. Our tour director said a few 

words about how different our BBP groups are and how much she loved us ☺ Then she had all share a bit 

about their favorite thing or experience in Cuba. Even the bus ride to the airport proved to be more time 

truly enjoyed by all and worthy of great memories. 

 

So, remember when at the very beginning I noted that we would 

come back to the extra day in the itinerary for license buffer 

purposes. Well, we arrived at the airport and I hung back to allow all 

to get checked in and make sure no man was left behind. I then hear 

“Claudia!” from the front. So, somewhere along the line, the 

licensing agency had taken the buffer date for the licensing instead of 

our departure date and booked our flights for the wrong 

day…….enter controlled panic mode. 

 

After having a mild breakdown and gathering my thoughts, I put 

together my plan of action. Plan A and Plan B. Plan B was not going 

to be pretty.  After some phone calls, conferring with Havana Air 

and asking pilots to be patient, I was able to report that all would work out and we would all be on the 

flight as scheduled. Phew! All in the group were great and no one freaked out, for which I thanked them 

profusely. Very different from my first Central America trip where being a novice, I had to figure out how 

to redirect 24 aircraft in the air, in different airspaces, find a new destination country that everyone would 

have enough fuel to make it to and have a TV for them to watch the Super Bowl. I really did have a 

breakdown that day, after we got it done and all were on the ground, of course. Thank God for Jack (the 

big boss) who having done CenAm many times, took over on the ground while I cried. lol 

 

We proceeded to get our new tickets, two by two, went through immigration, customs, and security and 

we enjoyed the rest of our wait in the VIP lounge where all were ready for a glass or two and some 



snacks. Our bartender was our very own Dave and if he were ever to want to moonlight as a bartender, I 

don’t think he’d get hired because he was the best bartender, making sure all had enough. Definitely not 

the “water it down” kind of bartender most establishments look for, lol. 

 

 

The flight to Miami was again sold out (we 

took the last 23 seats) and most of us enjoyed 

a much needed siesta. International 

commercial arrival into the U.S. is not a 

process I will ever be fond of. I felt like 

herded cattle going from one area to another to 

another. The only neat thing was these 

machines (they have a name but it escapes me 

at the moment) where you check in 

electronically. You swipe your passport, 

answer some questions, and the machines 

moves up and down, depending on your height 

and it takes your picture. Pretty cool actually. Point for the U.S. check in process. This is the part of the 

trip that many missed, as we were the last ones, where Dave coined our trip slogan. He proclaimed us to 

be “The Last of the Mojitos”. Very fitting. 

 

After collecting our luggage, waving down the hotel shuttle, checking in and taking a quick break, some 

went to an early dinner and the rest of us had one last dinner together before departing for home or other 

parts of Florida. We went out to a Sushi Place on South Beach and interestingly enough, odds would have 

it that our waitress was none other than, you guessed it, Cuban. Great conversation, great sushi, great 

sake, and great times. We finished up the night with a live show of sorts and called it a night.  

 

It really is something coming back from a trip like this where you take very different people, toss them all 

together in to the same barrel, fill it with varying experiences in a short amount of time and seeing how 

many lifelong friendships are potentially born and just how much we all miss the time we spent together. 

Talks of a reunion of sorts have already begun and I don’t doubt that many will see it through.  

 

Back to reality. Not as fun, but now the holiday season is upon us and before we know it, the new year 

with the Mexico and Whale watching trips, will be here. Already running out of time!! 

 

Thanks to all who made our first ever exclusively Cuba trip a success and the wonderful memory-filled 

experience it was. It would not have been the same without any of you!!!  

 

Hasta la próxima Cuba! 
 

 

 

To see the full gallery of pictures, go to 

https://www.bushpilotsinternational.com/photo_gallery_listing.php 


